Micropatterned Protective Membranes Inhibit Lens Epithelial Cell Migration in Posterior Capsule Opacification Model
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Purpose: To evaluate the ability of Sharklet (SK) micropatterns to inhibit lens epithelial cell (LEC) migration. Sharklet Technologies, Inc. (STI) and InSight Innovations, LLC have proposed to develop a Sharklet-patterned protective membrane (PM) to be implanted in combination with a posterior chamber intraocular lens (IOL) to inhibit cellular migration across the posterior capsule, and thereby reduce rates of posterior capsular opacification (PCO).

Methods: A variety of STI micropatterns were evaluated versus smooth (SM) controls in a modified scratch wound assay for the ability to reduce or inhibit LEC migration. The best performing topography was selected, translated to a radial design, and applied to PM prototypes. The PM prototypes were tested in an in vitro PCO model for reduction of cell migration behind an IOL versus unpatterned prototypes and IOLs with no PM. In both assays, cell migration was analyzed with fluorescent microscopy.

Results: All SK micropatterns significantly reduced LEC migration compared with SM controls. Micropatterns that protruded from the surface reduced migration more than recessed features. The best performing micropattern reduced LEC coverage by 80%, \( P = 0.0001 \) (ANOVA, Tukey Test). Micropatterned PMs reduced LEC migration in a PCO model by 50%, \( P = 0.0005 \) (ANOVA, Tukey Test) compared with both IOLs with no PM and IOLs with SM PMs.

Conclusions: Collectively, in vitro results indicate the implantation of micropatterned PMs in combination with posterior chamber IOLs could significantly reduce rates of clinically relevant PCO. This innovative technology is a globally accessible solution to high PCO rates.

Translational Relevance: A novel IOL incorporating the SK micropattern in a membrane design surrounding the optic may help increase the success of cataract surgery by reducing secondary cataract, or PCO.

Introduction

Cataract is the leading cause of blindness and visual impairment in the world accounting for 33% and 51% of cases, respectively.¹ The World Health Organization estimates that 20 million patients worldwide currently suffer from severely reduced vision as a result of cataract.² The number of patients requiring cataract treatment is predicted to grow to 40 million by 2020, as the aged population continues to increase.² The only means to treat cataract is surgical intervention and as such cataract surgery and artificial intraocular lens (IOL) implantation is the most common procedure performed by ophthalmologists.³ Posterior capsular opacification (PCO) is the most prevalent complication of cataract surgery. Following surgical extraction of the crystalline lens, residual lens epithelial cells (LECs) rapidly proliferate and migrate behind the newly implanted intraocular lens, leading to secondary cataract.
lens (IOL). As LECs encroach on the visual axis and opacify the posterior lens capsule, secondary loss of vision occurs in up to 50% of the patients that undergo cataract surgery each year.4,5

At present, Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy follow-up surgery is implemented to correct this secondary visual impairment. Although these follow-up procedures are relatively quick and easy to perform, complications including retinal detachment, damage to the IOL, elevated intraocular pressure, and vitreous floaters can occur.6 Laser capsulotomy procedures represent a considerable burden to national health care systems. Annual Medicare costs in the United States for laser capsulotomy procedures are currently $280 million and the burden is expected to exceed $1 billion by 2050.7

Treating cataract and secondary vision loss due to PCO in developing countries is a formidable challenge magnified by both higher rates of cataract in these areas and the fact that laser treatment is not readily available.2,6,8 It is estimated that over 90% of the world’s visually impaired are living in developing countries with limited access to treatment for causes of avoidable blindness.1 In India, for example, age-adjusted prevalence of cataract is three times that of the United States.2 Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy is so rarely available in these areas that in a study, which included four developing countries, less than 1% of patients with visually impairing PCO received treatment.2 When laser capsulotomy is available, treatment in developing countries is often less effective with more frequent complications.6 Better control of the pathogenic mechanism of PCO is therefore highly desirable as a basis for improving the outcome of cataract surgery and eradicating PCO worldwide.

A globally accessible alternative strategy for reducing PCO rates involves redesigning the ophthalmic devices that are implanted. Progress in IOL design shows that hydrophobic materials reduce LEC attachment and therefore PCO rates more than hydrophilic materials.9 Additionally, IOLs, designed with sharp corners at the optic edge, form a physical barrier to cell migration, and reduce but do not eliminate PCO.10-15 Although incidence of PCO has decreased since the introduction of sharp-edge IOLs in clinical practice, clinical studies have shown that LECs migrated across the sharp edge of the IOL optic in 58% of cases, preferentially at the optic-haptic junction in both one- and three-piece IOL designs.10,14 Recently, a disc-shaped haptic design has emerged as an innovative alternative to these traditional IOL designs. The Anew Zephyr open-bag IOL has been shown to reduce development of PCO in both an in vitro organ culture model15 and an in vivo rabbit model.16 Even though this new IOL design reduced PCO compared with traditional square-edge designs, the posterior component of the haptic ring is smooth and it is possible that a squared edge could further improve resistance to PCO.13 A novel concept presented here is to use a Sharklet patterned protective membrane (PM) implanted in combination with a posterior chamber IOL. The device, which combines both square-edged haptic ring and micropattern technologies, should inhibit cellular migration across the posterior capsule.

Cells migrate through the interaction of focal adhesions, protein assemblies embedded in the cell membrane, with biomaterial interfaces.17 Micropatterns act to control cell migration by directing the placement of focal adhesions.18,19 The unique discontinuous features that comprise the Sharklet micropattern allow for focal adhesions to be precisely guided, and therefore provide a high level of control over the migration orientation for a cell population. It was thus hypothesized that Sharklet micropatterns could be optimized to inhibit LEC migration.

To determine the feasibility of this approach, several microtopographies were tested in a modified scratch-wound test to assess LEC migration. The best performing pattern was then applied to a PM prototype and tested in an in vitro PCO model to evaluate the influence of a micropatterned PM on LEC migration. Results were compared with an unpatterned membrane and an IOL without a PM. The micropatterned PMs have design features, such as a hydrophobic base material, a peripheral square edge and a micropattern that inhibit cell migration in all directions.

Materials and Methods

Sample Fabrication

Smooth and micropatterned samples were fabricated by casting biomedical grade polydimethylsiloxane elastomer (PDMS, Silastic MDX4-4210; Dow Corning, Midland, MI) against negative silicon wafer molds. The micropatterns produced by this technique were comprised of discontinuous channel features arranged in a SK pattern that either protruded (+) from or were recessed (−) into the PDMS surface. Using the current nomenclature a pattern with features protruding 3 μm from the surface that were 2-μm wide and spaced by 2 μm would be called...
The micropatterns replicated for testing included SM, −3SK2x2, +3SK2x2, and +7SK10x5 (Fig. 1).

LEC Migration Assay

Circular samples (diameter = 20 mm) were adhered to a 12-well plate with features aligned perpendicular to the direction of cell migration and treated with 15 μg/mL fibronectin (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) in phosphate buffered saline (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) overnight to facilitate cell attachment. A modified scratch-wound assay (Fig. 2) was created by blocking cell attachment to the samples using SM PDMSe rectangles (3 mm × 20 mm) placed along the center of the sample (Fig. 2a). LECs (ATCC CRL-11421; ATCC, Manassas, VA) were seeded over the entire configuration at 1 × 10⁴ cells/cm² and maintained in growth media (Eagle’s minimum essential media; ATCC), 20% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies), 50 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies), and 1 μg/mL Fungizone antimycotic (Life Technologies; Fig. 2b).

When LECs reached approximately 70% confluence, PDMSe rectangles were removed to allow cell migration across the empty patterned or unpatterned area, which simulates the wound area (Fig. 2c). Migration was monitored via light microscopy until Day 7 when samples were stained with CellTracker Orange CMTMR (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) for 15 minutes at room temperature. Fluorescent microscopy images were taken of the wounded area and the average area covered by cells within this region was calculated using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda).
Experiments were performed in triplicate with \( n = 3 \) replicates.

**PM Prototype Design and Production**

Prototypes were designed with a square-edge haptic ring (outer diameter = 9.5 mm) that fits the natural curvature of the lens capsule and provides a ridge (height = 1.2 mm) to engage and retain IOL haptic arms. A thin membrane (thickness = 0.1 mm) spanned the area between the haptic ring and an aperture for the IOL optic (diameter = 5.5 mm). This membrane was designed to rest against the posterior capsule to inhibit cell migration from the periphery of the lens capsule (Fig. 3). The posterior surface of the PM was unpatterned (negative control) or patterned with the best performing pattern identified in migration assays. The micropattern was tiled to create a checkerboard pattern with alternating orientation of the pattern in each 500-\( \mu \)m square to produce a surface that blocks LEC migration from all directions (Fig. 3). Steel casting molds were designed and machined by 10× MicroStructures (Wheeling, IL) for PM prototype production. PM prototypes were replicated in PDMS and sterilized by immersion in 70% ethanol in water (vol/vol) prior to use.

**PCO Model**

An in vitro model to simulate the formation of PCO after cataract surgery\(^{21}\) was constructed as previously described. Briefly, an IOL with or without a PM was placed into a 6-well plate containing a collagen-coated transwell insert (Corning, Corning, NY). Each assay evaluated IOLs (AcrySof IQ TORIC; Alcon, Minitab, Inc., Fort Worth, TX) without a PM, IOLs combined with unpatterned PMs and IOLs combined with Sharklet-patterned PMs. A silicone washer was placed around the outside of the well to either engage the haptics of the IOL or

Figure 3. (a) A three-dimensional rendering that depicts an IOL inside a Sharklet-patterned PM. (b) A top down view of the IOL inside a PM, (c) section view of the IOL inside a PM, and (d) posterior view of the PM. (e) The checkerboard pattern shown in the confocal micrograph covers the posterior side of the PM. Scale bar: 20 \( \mu \)m.
to establish the same surface area available for cell attachment around all IOLs and IOL/PM combinations. The entire assembly was weighted down (~5 g) to ensure that IOLs maintained contact with the collagen membranes.

LECs were seeded into each well at 1 × 10^4 cells/cm² and maintained in growth media (Eagle’s minimum essential media, 20% fetal bovine serum, 50 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin, and 1 μg/mL Fungizone antimycotic). After 7 days, cells were stained with CellTracker Orange CMTMR (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) for 15 minutes at room temperature. Fluorescent microscopy was used to focus on cells attached to the collagen membrane both outside and behind each sample, images were taken of each sample type, and the average surface area coverage behind the IOL was calculated using ImageJ software for n = 3 replicates in three experiments.

Statistical Analysis

Area coverage (A) measurements were normalized via logarithmic transformation for migration assays. Log reductions were calculated for each experiment by subtracting the average log (A_{micropattern}) from the average log (A_{smooth}). Normality of each data set was confirmed by residual and normal probability plots. The mean log reduction was converted to the median percent reduction using the equation: 1-10^{-(-LR)}.

Reductions from at least three experiments were compared with the null hypothesis of zero reduction by a one-sided t-test to determine statistical significance. Estimates of the among- and within-experiment variances were assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the log transformed area coverage values for each SM and micropatterned sample, with a random effect for experiment.

PCO model data were also normalized via logarithmic transformation. Normality of each data set was confirmed by residual and normal probability plots. Data from three experiments were pooled after confirming equal variances (P = 0.529; Levene’s Test) and compared using ANOVA and Tukey Test for multiple comparisons. All analyses were performed using MiniTab16 statistical software (State College, PA).

Results

Migration Assay

All Sharklet topographies significantly reduced LEC migration compared with SM (Fig. 4). Micro-patterns that protruded from the surface reduced migration more than recessed features. Each pattern grouped separately in a Tukey Test for multiple comparisons indicating that all patterns had significantly different levels of performance. The best performing surface, +7SK10x5, reduced LEC coverage in the wounded area by 80% (P = 0.0001;
ANOVA, Tukey Test). Based on these results, the +7SK10x5 pattern was selected for arrangement into a checkerboard design intended to inhibit LEC migration from all directions and applied to PMs for additional testing.

**PCO Model**

Prototype PMs with a square-edge haptic ring and a thin membrane modified with the checkerboard +7SK10x5 pattern reduced LEC migration between the collagen membrane and the IOL by 50% \( (P = 0.0005; \text{ANOVA, Tukey Test}) \) compared with the IOL only condition (Fig. 5). PMs with SM membranes did not significantly reduce LEC migration compared with the IOL only condition. These results confirm that the +7SK10x5 Sharklet pattern controls cell migration in all directions when tiled into a checkerboard arrangement.

**Discussion**

Innovative approaches to altering IOLs have reduced PCO rates in animal models but remain inaccessible to the global community due to the high cost of cutting-edge technology. An inexpensive device capable of preventing PCO that could be used in conjunction with existing IOL devices would improve patient care by eliminating the need for laser capsulotomy, substantially reducing associated risks and costs. Collectively, our results show that the micropattern disrupts the pathogenic mechanism of PCO by inhibiting cellular migration across the visual axis.

We have demonstrated in this study the ability to control integrin-mediated cell migration using Sharklet micropatterned surface technology. Micro- and nanoscale patterns have previously been shown to control ocular cell migration by directing placement of focal adhesions. The majority of these studies attempted to recapitulate the native morphology of ocular tissue. This strategy has demonstrated that parallel ridge topographies with heights up to 1.6 \( \mu \text{m} \) induced alignment and directed migration of ocular cells. Micropatterns with heights above this threshold predominately induced migration along the groove direction and subsequently reduced migration rates significantly compared with those of cells on ridges with nanoscale heights. The results of this study are consistent with these findings. All Sharklet micropatterns reduced LEC migration in a modified scratch-wound assay. Features that protruded from the surface reduced migration more than features that were recessed into the surface. Additionally, the +7SK10x5 Sharklet micropattern significantly outperformed the shorter +3SK2x2 pattern, 80% versus 61% reduction.

Due to the circular nature of the ocular capsular bag, it was essential to develop a pattern to block cell migration from all directions. The +7SK10x5 micropattern was arranged so that micropattern orientation alternated every 500 \( \mu \text{m} \) to block LEC migration radially. Results from an in vitro PCO model indicated that the +7SK10x5 checkerboard-patterned PMs reduced migration between a collagen membrane and an IOL by 50% \( (P = 0.001; \text{ANOVA, Tukey Test}) \) compared with the IOL only condition. These results confirm that the new pattern configuration does reduce cell migration in a circular environment. Although this in vitro model cannot replicate the bending of the capsular bag that occurs in vivo, correctly sizing the device will result in a tight capsular bend in the peripheral bag at the square edge. This stretching of the posterior capsule should eliminate space between the capsule and the PM and in turn present both the square edge and the Sharklet-patterned PM as mechanical barriers to...
LEC migration. To validate these results, PMs will be tested in an established rabbit model for PCO.\textsuperscript{16}

Collectively, these results indicate that the implantation of an inexpensive micropatterned PM in combination with a posterior chamber IOLs could significantly reduce rates of clinically relevant PCO in developing countries. This innovative technology may provide a globally accessible solution to high PCO rates and thus high levels of visual impairment in developing countries.
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